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Importance of Evidence-Based Policies

Ester Duflo (MIT):
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Challenges with Agriculture 

and Water Quality

Dead Zones Algal Blooms
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Did US agri-environmental policy fail? Or did agri-

environmental programs prevent a much worse situation?



Evidence-Based Policy

White House’s Evidence and Innovation Agenda 

• “… strengthening agencies’ abilities to continually improve program 
performance by applying existing evidence about what works, 
generating new knowledge, and using experimentation and 
innovation to test new approaches to program delivery. … This is 
especially important given current fiscal challenges, as our nation 
recovers from a deep recession and agencies face tough choices about 
how to meet increased demand for services in a constrained resource 
environment.” 
– (Memorandum to the heads of  departments and agencies, 2013)

• Guidance to federal agencies ahead of  fiscal year 2017 budget 
submissions has asked for, for the first time, specific information from 
agencies on how evidence is being used to guide policy.
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Global Environmental 

Facility (STAP report)

– Paul Ferraro (2012)
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Long History of  Applying Evidence-Based 

Principles in Agriculture and the Environment 
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• In agriculture, we apply scientific principles to study the specifics of  
crop management techniques.  
– Collect data on control plots, control for confounding factors, etc.

• Environmental efforts have likewise relied heavily on scientific 
principals.

• Scientific investigations related to agriculture and the environment 
should not stop when human behavior enter the picture.

• Recent reports indicate that USDA is behind other agencies in applying 
evidence-based policies and behavioral science to improve program 
performance.
– CBEAR is designed to help.  



Test, Learn, & Adapt

• Haynes et al., argue strongly for the use of  randomized 
control trials (RCTs) for the analysis and evaluation of  
public programs and policies.  

– Testing new interventions against status quo or against 
alternative interventions.

• RCTs have been used since the 1950s in the private sector 
(drug trials) and in areas of  education and criminal justice. 

• RCTs help eliminate rival explanations and help identify 
causal relationships.
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The difference between an 

experiment and a “pilot”

Source: Albert Bravo-Biosca, Using Experiments in Innovation Policy 



Evidence-Based Program 

Evaluation: An Example
• Why not just introduce a new program and observe 

what happens? 
– For example, a voluntary incentive program to reduce pesticide 

applications.

Time-Varying External Factors:  

• Other changes in the environment can cause changes in 
outcomes that are not attributable to the intervention.
• External factors the can change include economic conditions, state 

government regulations, weather, and/or changes in the frequency of  pests.

Selection Bias:  

• Participants in the new voluntary program (the ‘treated’) might 
systematically differ from those who choose not to participate.
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Advantages of  RCTs

• RCTs are better able to avoid these problems.

1. First organize into a large group of  units (farms, landowners 
conservation districts, etc.)

2. Randomly dividing units into treated and control groups.  

• External factors are the same. No selection bias. (Subjects can be 
matched in terms of  relevant characteristics.)
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A: Pre-Treatment 
Outcome

B: Pre-Treatment 
Outcome

Before the Program 
(Pre-Treatment)

After the Program 
(Post-Treatment)

Treated Units
(participant 

farms)

C: Post-Treatment 
Outcome when Treated

D: Post-Treatment 

Outcome when Not Treated

F: Post-Treatment 
Outcome when Not 
Treated

E: Post-Treatment 

Outcome when Treated

Shaded Boxes are Observable Unshaded Boxes are Unobservable

Untreated Units 
(nonparticipant

farms)

Use what you can observe (A or F) to stand in for 

what you cannot observe (D)

Importance of  Counterfactuals
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Importance of  Counterfactuals

• Consider the Scared Straight program meant to deter juvenile delinquents 

from further crime.

– Juvenile delinquents interactions with serious criminals in prison who would describe how 

horrible prison life is.

• Early studies without control groups suggested participants were less likely to 

commit crimes after the experience.  These studies compared behavior of  

participants before and after the intervention. 

• Several well-controlled RCT studies were conducted.  Evidence was fairly 

clear that Scared Straight led to increases in criminal behavior, compared to 

no intervention.  

– Programs were expensive to run and, even worse, they led to further costs by increasing 

crime.
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RCTs are Common in Other Arenas

• Clinical trials, drug trials are now commonplace.  Hard to 
believe that anyone ever argued they were unnecessary.

• In internet sales, companies test which of  two webpage 
designs are more successful in keeping people on the website, 
and clicking and buying.  
– Fairly simple to randomly assign website visitors to different 

website designs, and then track their clicks and buying behavior.

• Many hundreds of  RCTs have been, or are being, conducted 
in developing nations in context of  education, health and anti-
poverty programs.
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RCTs related to the Environment

• Effects of  social comparisons, technical information and moral 

suasion on electricity & water use (U.S., S. Africa, Norway).

• Effects of  social comparisons on participation in payment 

for environmental service programs (U.S. Conservation 

Reserve Program).

• Effects on drinking water consumption from potentially 

contaminated sources (arsenic in Bangladesh; chemical 

contaminants in U.S.).
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RCTs related to the Environment

• In-kind and in-cash performance payments in Bolivia at 
household-level to reduce deforestation 
– Randomization at the household level.

• In-cash performance payments in Uganda at household-
level to reduce deforestation
– Randomization at the community level.

• In-cash performance payments in Tanzania and Malawi to 
increase reforestation
– Randomization at the household level.
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3 Common Types of  RCTs

1. Simple (complete) randomization

2. Randomized phase-in

3. Randomized encouragement
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(1) Simple Randomization

• Randomize eligible candidates into one or more 

treatment groups and a control group. 

• Easier when there are more eligible units than 

budget would permit to be assigned to 

treatment.
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Simple Randomization: Example

1. Identify farmers eligible for and interested in new 
conservation incentive program. 

2. Randomize these people into a treatment group 
that can access program and a comparison 
(‘control’) group that cannot access program.

3. Measure average difference in resource use 
between treatment and control group.
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Example of  Success

• Cass Sunstein’s editorial in NY Times cited an 

agricultural project.

– www.nytimes.com/2015/09/20/opinion/sunday/cass-

sunstein-making-government-logicalhtml.html?_r=0

“An outreach letter to farmers, designed to 

promote awareness of  a loan program, produced a 

22 percent increase in the proportion of  farmers 

who ultimately obtained loans.”
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Example: Impact of  Program Design

• Jack (AEJ:Applied, 2012):  Choice between allocating 
reforestation contracts in Malawi by an auction or a 
fixed take-it-or-leave-it price. 

• Outcomes: Trees planted, trees maintained

• Sample: 400 eligible and interested farmers

• Treatment Arms: Two contract groups: uniform-price 
auction or fixed, take-it-or-leave-it  payment.
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Example: Impact of  Program Design

• Uniform-price auction run first.

• Uniform price set in auction was offered to other 
treatment group (immediately after auction).

• Uniform-price auction had much lower levels of  
participation and thus fewer trees planted.

• However, uniform-price auction had higher levels of  
compliance with contract criteria and thus greater tree 
survival.
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(2) Randomized Phase-in Program

• Programs may express concern about ‘denying’ 
participants access to programs and can be uncomfortable 
with using randomization to establish a comparison group.

• However, programs are often phased-in over time and 
have budgetary constraints.

• In these cases, the program can select which candidates 
will enter the program first through a lottery among 
interested and eligible candidates.
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RCT Example: Collecting Court Fines

• Problem: people in England too often fail to pay their court 
fines. End up sending a bailiff  or police officer to their homes 
to collect.  

• How to collect fines in more cost-effective manner? 
– Use new approach – send text messages (low cost).

• People randomly assigned to one of  five groups:
1. No text message (control group)

2. Standard text message

3. Text including amount owed

4. Text including name

5. Text including amount AND name
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Results

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%
People were more likely to pay their 

late fines after receiving texts with their 

names.  

Average value of  payments increased 

over 30%.

If  this method was used nationally, fine 

payments would increase by over £3 

million annually.  

Reduce need for police to make home 

visits!
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(3) Randomized Encouragement

• Randomization of  the treatment is not the only way in which we can 
create experimental control. 

• Rather than randomize candidates into treatment and control groups, 
the project randomizes encouragement of  candidates into the 
treatment group.

• Encouraged units have a systematically higher probability of  being 
exposed to the treatment because of  a factor (encouragement) that 
does NOT affect the outcome, except by increasing probability of  
treatment exposure.

• For the units whose exposure to the treatment is affected by 
encouragement (“compliers”), we can estimate the causal effect.
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Water Efficiency Technology Adoption 
(Alpizar, Bernedo & Ferraro, In Progress)

• Why don’t households adopt water-efficient 
technologies that financial calculations imply would 
save them money (cash on the table)?

• How much water and money does the adoption of  
water efficient technology save?

• Randomize information and subsidies 
(encouragement) to households in Costa Rica and 
measure adoption and changes in water use.
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Ethical Issues and RCTs 
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What are the ethical concerns about conducting a RCT in your 
program to evaluate its performance?

What’s worse? 

1. Denying landowners access to a program that lacks 
credible evidence of  effectiveness.

or 

2. Encouraging landowners to participate in a program 
when there is a possibility of  adverse outcomes?

Ethical to taxpayers to spend limited resources in ways that best 
achieve the policy objectives.



Favorable Conditions for RCTs

1. The intervention is well defined. 

2. Intervention is popular. Results would have wide effects on agri-
environmental policy beyond the program. 

• Possible replication at the state, regional, federal, or 
international levels

3. Sufficient number of  units: individuals, farms, or conservation districts.

• Importance of  conducting a power analysis to estimate the sample 
size given the anticipated effect.

4. Factors that affect access to the intervention are well understood.

5. Access to the intervention is well controlled by the program 
implementers. 
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Favorable Conditions for RCTs

6. Final outcomes, or important intermediate outcomes, 
can be observed by the end of  the project.

7. Outcomes across units are relatively independent or 
potential spillover effects can be built into the project 
design.

8. Opportunities exist to include program alternatives 
within the experimental project design 
• Results can inform best practice and reduce downside risk for program 

administrators.
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Strong Candidates for RCTs

1. Reaching out to new constituents

2. Introduction of  new programs or new technologies

3. Certification programs 

4. Incentive and lending programs 

5. Information and technology transfer

6. Stakeholder participation

7. Policing and compliance auditing
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Potential Limitation of  RCTs

• Not always feasible or appropriate. 

• Things can go wrong.

– Bad luck: control group looks different from 
treatment group

– Spillovers (units are not independent)

– Non-compliance (treated units refuse treatment; 
control units get treatment; units disappear after 
treatment)

– Hawthorne or John Henry biases 

• There are methods to address these problems.
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Advantage of  RCTs: Explaining the Results

• Randomization can appeal to policy makers because use 
of  lotteries to assign program with limited resources is 
transparent and perceived as fair.

• Data from experimental designs are easier to analyze: 
simple difference in means will often be sufficient.

• Experimental designs permit the telling of  simple 
stories to external audiences.
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